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Furiosa, a graphic designer employed by
Coolerenu, Inc., complains to HR that her coworker/team member, Frank Lloyd Wrong, has
become cold, non-communicative and hyperobservant. Once, when she returned from break,
she found him in her cubicle putting down her
smartphone. She has no explanation as to why
he might do this. When you question F.L. Wrong,
he tells you Furiosa is having an affair with their
boss, Leonardo, and she is being favored in work
assignments and client-facing opportunities.
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WHAT SHOULD YOU
DO?

 Identify:

 Relevant
 Relevant
 Relevant
 Relevant
 Relevant
to know

players (Tiers 1 and 2)
policies
documents beyond policies
facts known to date
facts you need or may need
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 Relevant

players: Tier 1

 Relevant

Players: Tier 2

Furiosa
Frank Lloyd Wrong
Leonardo

 Co-Workers of Furiosa and Frank
 Leonardo’s supervisor
 People identified by Tier 1 players
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 Potentially

Relevant Policies

 EEO Policy
 Anti-harassment Policy
 Complaint Procedure/Open-Door
Policy, etc.







Personnel files of Frank, Furiosa and
Leonardo
Prior complaints by or about Frank,
Furiosa and Leonardo
Any documents that may shed light on
the claim of favoritism – e.g.,
marketing dollars? Travel records?
Expense records?
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 Develop

to:

questions designed

 Find the truth; and
 Reach the solution best designed to
meet business needs and reduce
legal risks.

 Sample

questions for Furiosa –
Round 1:
 Background questions, including her
history with the company, Leonardo, FLW,
e.g., how long work with each?
 Date/period FLW became noncommunicative?
 Specifics of work impact?
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 Sample

questions for Furiosa –
Round 1:
 Date of phone incident? All conversation
occurring about it?
 Names of anyone who could corroborate
above points?
 Any notes/documents Furiosa has on
above points?
 Any previous reporting of above points?

 Sample

questions for FLW:

 Same background questions.
 His reaction to/version of Furiosa’s
specific allegations.
 Corroboration of his version?
 Any notes/documents?
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 Sample

questions for FLW:

 Each and every fact he has to support
his claim of an affair? Anything else?
 Each and every fact he has to support
claim of favoritism?
 Drill down from there with specific
questions:
 Who, what, when, where and sometimes why?

 Anything else?
 Anybody else with knowledge?

 Furiosa

Round 2:

 Her reaction to/version of FLW’s
specific allegations …
 And so on and so on and so on …
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 Your

investigation eventually
reveals:

 Furiosa briefly dated F.L. Wrong last
year.
 Furiosa and Leonardo are involved in a
romantic consensual relationship.
 You can corroborate no favoritism by
Leonardo to Furiosa.
 All three players are extremely valuable
to the company.

WHAT DO YOU DO?
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 Consider

facts such as:

 Furiosa omitted relevant fact of affair with
Leonardo in reporting FLW.
 FLW omitted relevant fact of past relationship
with Furiosa in rebutting her claim.
 Is there a policy against sexual relationships with
subordinates? If so, enforcement history?
 “Perceived” favoritism impact?
 Future risks involved in retaining reporting
relationship between Leonardo and Furiosa?

 Discussion

Questions

 Would you fire/discipline Furiosa or FLW
for “lying” by omission?
 Would you fire/discipline Leonardo for
policy violation/bad judgment?
 What would you do if not possible to
change reporting relationship?
 How do you address issue if relationship
has become subject of gossip among coworkers?
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 Some

General Tips:

 Some

General Tips:

1. Develop a well-crafted policy that
distinguishes between foolishness
and harassment but prohibits both
and entertains complaints about
both.

2. Decide in advance how you want to
treat consensual affairs. Don’t
adopt a rule you won’t enforce.
Consider a requirement to selfreport.
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 Sample Language
 Consensual sexual relationships between
individuals, one of whom exerts control or
influence over the other’s employment, are
problematic and generally not tolerated. Control
or influence means the ability to affect, directly or
indirectly, an individual’s terms and conditions of
employment, such as compensation, benefits,
advancement, retention, work assignments and
opportunities. If you become involved in such a
relationship, consult with a member of Human
Resources so that the situation can be
appropriately managed or addressed.

 Some

General Tips:

3. Learn to love investigations. They
are your friend.
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 Some

General Tips:

 Some

General Tips:

4. Beware a heightened sense of moral
outrage in this context. If you fired
all your liars you would have no
workforce.

5. Decide Something!
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 Some

General Tips:

6. Circle back to Complainant/
Accused.



Smokin’ Eddie works at UsemLosem Inc. (“ULI”). ULI established
a wellness program for employees who wanted to enroll in its
health-insurance plan. The program had two components – a
health risk assessment and a biometric test. The HRA involved a
questionnaire about medical history, diet, mental and social
health and job satisfaction. The biometric test involved, among
other things, height/weight measurements, blood pressure test
and a blood draw. The data collected was used to identify health
risks and medical conditions prevalent among health-plan
enrollees. It was reported to ULI only in the aggregate. ULI used
the data for actuarial purposes – to estimate the cost of
providing insurance, setting premiums, evaluate stop-loss
coverage, adjust co-pays, etc. For the first year, ULI gave
employees a $600 credit if they participated. Eddie participated.
But the next year, ULI eliminated the credit and offered health
insurance only to those employees who completed the wellness
program. Eddie did not participate. ULI discontinued Eddie’s
insurance.
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No Wellness Program, No
Insurance.
Legal? Illegal?
Call the Vote!

 ADA:

“[employer] shall not require a
medical examination unless it is
shown to be job-related and
consistent with business
necessity.”
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 ADA:

ADA “shall not be construed to
prohibit or restrict” an employer
from establishing or administering
“the terms of a bona fide benefit
plan that are based on underwriting
risks, classifying risks, or
administering such risks.”

One court says legal:
[ED Wisconsin]
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 Points

to remember:

 Points

to remember:

These medical exams were tied
to the employers’ health
insurance plans and not simply
an employee health plan, where
participation must be voluntary.

The wellness program here is a
“term” of the plan and used for
underwriting, classifying and
administering risk.
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 Points

to remember:

 Points

to remember:

The employer was not privy to
individual health information.

Employees with disabilities were
treated no differently from those
without.
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Violet Purple works for World Domination Construction
Group (“WDCG”) as a highly paid Project Manager. Violet is
paid a premium salary because of her great technical and
people skills and because she speaks and writes English,
Spanish and Portuguese fluently. WDCG assigns Violet to
manage a project in Venezuela. Violet, who has previously
managed projects in Brazil and Panama, shares that she is
pregnant and asks to be assigned elsewhere because she
fears contracting the Zika virus. She is 35 and already has
suffered two miscarriages and desperately wants this
pregnancy to go well. WDCG considers her request but
has no other Project Manager available as qualified as
Violet. WDCG says she must go. Rather than go, Violet
quits. And sues. She claims constructive discharge as well
as pregnancy discrimination, a failure to accommodate a
disability, emotional distress and a violation of OSHA.

Does Violet win or lose?

LET’S “TALK” THIS!
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 Constructive

Discharge

Best guess?

NO.

 Pregnancy

Discrimination

Best guess?

NO. (Unless others treated
better)
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 Failure

to Accommodate

Best guess?

NO.

 OSHA

Best guess?

NO.

(Employers can refuse to work only
where there is objectively reasonable
belief that there is risk of imminent
death or serious injury).
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 Could

WDCG be held
responsible if Violet goes to
Venezuela, contracts the
virus and her baby is born
with virus-caused health
problems?

Yes? No?
LET’S “TALK” THIS ONE, TOO!
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 Probably

not.

An employer’s actions (or
inactions) may lead to a tort
claim if it has acted
negligently and that
negligence is the proximate
cause of the harm alleged.

 Violet

goes to Venezuela.
Upon her return, WDCG asks
Violet to be tested for the Zika
virus before returning to work.
Violet refuses and is fired.

Who wins?
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VIOLET!
Zika virus is not transmitted from
person-to-person in casual contact.
The “direct threat” standard would not
be met in this (or most) work settings.

 Some

Tips:

1. Engage and give full “LISTEN”
to the concerns.
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 Some

Tips:

 Some

Tips:

2. Educate employee to the
degree necessary. Overkill is
better than scrimping here.
The more you educate, the
better the optics and the more
likely you’ll achieve resolution.

3. Explain the “why” of your
requests.
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 Some

Tips:

 Some

Tips:

4. Accommodate by ameliorating
the concerns to the degree
possible – even if not legally
required.

5. Keep in mind “an objective
reasonable belief” held by the
employee may be different
from your idea of
“reasonable.” What would a
layperson, unfamiliar with your
company/industry, think?
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 Some

Tips:

6. As always, review corporate
history for any examples of
disparate treatment.



Pearl White works as a dental hygienist for Dr.
Buzzkill. She has a history of incidental,
unpredictable absences which she links to
anxiety and depression. She then requests FMLA
leave for bipolar disorder. She provides FMLA
certification that the leave is expected to end on
Friday, March 6, 2016 with return to work date of
March 8, 2016 (Monday). She does not return to
work on Monday, March 8. She does return on
Tuesday, March 9. She provides you a doctor’s
note that releases her to return to work without
restriction on “Monday March 9.” However, it is
clear to you that the “8” has been changed to
“9.”
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What do you do?

 Ask

the employee to explain:

FMLA paperwork stated Monday
March 8, 2016 return
Your doctor’s note refers to
“Monday.” Monday is March 8, not
March 9.
It looks to us as though “8” has
been changed to “9”.
Can you help us understand?
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 Employee

says:

 The doctor forgot that I had a
therapy session on Monday and so
changed the note to March 9. He
must have forgotten to change
Monday to Tuesday.

What can you do?
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 Ask

more questions:

Location of therapy session?
Time/duration of session?
Why not come to work for rest of
the day?
Why not call in to inform us of
that?

 Employee

says:

You are “harassing me because I
took FMLA” and storms out of
the room.
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What do you do?

 That

depends.

Does she immediately come back
into the room?
Does she return to her office?
Does she walk off the job?
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 Some Tips:
 Always consult, review, analyze before
deciding.
 Attempt to reestablish communication so
that you are sure of what her story is
which you can then document and
incorporate into your decision-making.
 If she has “left the building” and does not
return then attempt communication in
writing.

 If

communication fails, then try to
establish truth and winning
strategy with information
available.
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 Be

conservative with FMLA.
Inform employee (or exemployee) by means appropriate
to the situation that she has seven
days to cure the discrepancy – i.e.,
verification that the March 9 date
was completed by/authorized by
the doctor.

 If

employee fails to provide such
verification within time limit, then
you may then – and only then –
contact the doctor directly and
then only to verify the information
that is in question – in this case,
the date.
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Take your time, be measured.
 Consider what discipline is
appropriate.
 If separation is the decision, consider
how you frame it. Make sure the
reason(s) offered is consistent with
the totality of the circumstances on
which you relied.
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